
Tuscia Apartments propose self-catering accommodation in Barbarano Romano, just 60
km far from Rome.

Situated on a volcanic outcrop, Barbarano Romano is bordered on two sides by a cliff and on
a third, by XV century walls. The area offers many cultural and natural experiences,
linked to the presence of a wide archaeological area along with the beautiful Marturanum
Park, which includes ancient tombs and lush vegetation.

The house – composed by two apartments – is located within the historic center of the
village. All the classic-style apartments feature a TV and a kitchen with microwave.

GROUND FLOOR:

Two double bedrooms, two living rooms with fireplace, one kitchen and three bathrooms
with shower.

FIRST FLOOR:

Two double bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bathroom with shower.

The two apartments are connected by an internal staircase, but they can be rent also
separately thanks to an external staircase and an internal door which divides the two
apartments.

Free Wi-Fi access is available in all areas.

EXTERIORS:

The fenced garden is equipped with dining table, chairs, barbecue and tennis table.

Close to the house there are a bank, a pharmacy, a grocery, a cafe and a tobacco shop.

The village hosts a Museum with Etruscan evidences.

 

The closest motorway is A12 – exit Monte Romano – 24 km from the House.

CLOSEST AIRPORTS:

Perugia Sant’Egidio 158 km



Rome Ciampino 88 km
Rome Fiumicino 77 km

Places of interest in the surroundings:

Lake Vico, the “crown jewel” of the volcanoes of Lazio, small, clean and surrounded only by
woods, 15 km

Caprarola, with the monumental Palazzo Farnese built in the sixteenth century by Antonio
da Sangallo, 24 km

Terme di Stigliano,  for a stay dedicated to wellness and relaxation, 26 km

Civita di Bagnoregio, known as “the dying town”, is one of the most evocative Italy’s
cities, 30 km

Tarquinia, with the famous Gothic Duomo dating back to the 13th century, 45 km


